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Knife Sisters - a dark slice of life erotic visual novel
The visual novel Knife Sisters is now launched on Kickstarter. Knife Sisters is a dark slice of
life story, an erotic visual novel about peer pressure, manipulation, love, obsession and BDSM.
Follow non-binary Leo during six intense weeks of budding emotions, occult rituals and
consensual kinky sex. Date three different characters to explore aspects of being dominant,
submissive and switch, and let Leo develop as a person.
– The themes in Knife Sisters might

not be that common in games. But
we think the world should be ready
for that by now, Bobbi says.
– We try to have about as many trans
characters as there are female and
male characters in the game. This
seems more important than ever,
regarding the latest development
when it comes to trans rights.
Knife Sisters is a passion project from start to finish. It’s been funded in part by the Swedish Arts
Council, and the rest by the developers themselves. Apart from a unusual story, it features handdrawn graphics and a witchy electronica soundtrack, composed by Douglas Holmquist who has
made music for games such as Smash Hit and Pin-Out. The game is scheduled to be released in
spring 2019.
– We’re launching the game on Kickstarter to fund a proofreading of the script and graphics for
the Tarot cards that are used in some scenes of the game. But Kickstarter is also a way of
reaching an audience. The game’s themes makes it hard to get visibility on platforms such as
Steam - and impossible to market on Facebook and Instagram.
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– There is a sex-negativity that permeates many of the platforms, Bobbi says.
– We want to stand for the opposite, showing that sex and practices like BDSM can be
empowering for those who engage in it. We see deadly violence all around us, but sex is still
considered taboo. It shouldn’t have to be - but obviously we still need to have this discussion.
More info at: http://www.transcendersmedia.com - http://www.knifesisters.com
Press kit: http://transcenders.eu/knife-sisters-press-kit/
Kickstarter campaign: https://kck.st/2EOS5TK
About Bobbi:
Bobbi A Sand is a swedish game designer and author who loves subcultures, playfulness and
writing stories about queer emo kids.
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